
Parties involved:

• Contractor: Wates Construction Ltd

• Project Manager: Solarvent Ltd 

• Investor: Metropolitan Police Service

Objectives:

• Reduce energy consumption

• Improve air quality 

• Adapt easily to the installation 

configurations

• Provide a superior technical solution at 

a competitive price

Colindale Police Station
London, United Kingdom
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Presentation of the project:

The Colindale Police Station in West London has been refurbished under the Metropolitan Police Service Custody

Improvement Programme. As part of a wide-ranging modernisation and improvement programme, the MPS

aimed to make custody sites as safe, effective and efficient as possible, including larger suites with more cells,

interview rooms and other facilities. The main objective of the renovation works at Colindale was to improve the

processing capabilities of the custody suite.

Technical data and equipment:

• 140 Coadis Line HEE comfort units

CIAT’s solution:

CIAT was given the opportunity to quote on the project by a progressive UK company called Solarvent Ltd. who

deal in state of the art, revolutionary and energy efficient HVAC products. Solarvent were aware of CIAT’s

potential to provide high quality, high efficiency, yet value for money products combined with strong support

services and technical backing.

CIAT´s Coadis Line was chosen thanks to its exceptional quality and results both in terms of design and

performance. Although another competitor was originally specified by the Metropolitan Police Service, CIAT

offered a superior technical solution at a more competitive price. In addition to its innovative Flexiway and Epure

functions, the Coadis Line features a lightweight design that is ideal for handling on site. Moreover, its ABS

construction, recyclability (87%) and lack of a condensate pump, which keeps the external controls simple, are all

advantages that give the Coadis Line a significant edge over rival products.

After evaluating these key benefits, the choice was clear and CIAT´s Coadis Line was approved for the project.


